# Japanese Level 3

## Course Outline

### Content

Level 3 focuses on not only extending previous levels but also making students equipped with selective yet practical grammatical skills so that students can generate their own sentences by accessing commercially available resources (e.g., dictionary).

Level 3 also provides practical cultural awareness components such as manners, which many non-Japanese tend to breach without knowing it. Basic honorifics will also be introduced so that students will develop sound understanding of the importance of using them appropriately.

### Major components

#### Study skills/Grammar

- Use of dictionary
- Conjugations
- Conjunctions
- Particles
- Nominal numbers
- Adjective connection

#### Functional language

- Negotiating
- Inviting
- Exchanging information
- Describing person/item with implication of impressions and/or emotions
- Expressing sequence/process

#### Cultural awareness

- Manners
- Introduction to honorifics
- Culturally difference concept of some words